An aggregate array computation is a loop that computes accumulated quantities over array elements. Such computations are c ommon in programs that use arrays, and the array elements involved in such computations often overlap, especially across iterations of loops, resulting in signi cant redundancy in the overall computation. This paper presents a method and algorithms that eliminate such overlapping aggregate array redundancies and shows both analytical and experimental performance improvements. The method i s based on incrementalization, i.e., updating the values of aggregate array computations from iteration to iteration rather than computing them from scratch in each iteration. This involves maintaining additional information not maintained in the original program. We reduce various analysis problems to solving inequality constraints on loop variables and array subscripts, and we apply results from work on array data dependence analysis. Incrementalizing aggregate array computations produces drastic program speedup compared to previous optimizations. Previous methods for loop optimizations of arrays do not perform incrementalization, and previous techniques for loop incrementalization do not handle arrays.
Introduction
We start with an example|the local summation problem in image processing: given an n-by-n image, compute for each pixel hi; ji the sum sum i; j o f t h e m-bym square with upper left corner hi; ji. The fliu,stollerg@cs.indiana.edu. 1 For simplicity, initializations of sum and b for the array margins are omitted here. The full program is in Section 6. two loops that overlap as array subscripts are updated by the outer two loops. We call this overlapping aggregate array redundancy. Figure 1 illustrates this: the horizontally lled square contributes to the aggregate computation sum i,1; j , and the vertically lled square contributes to the aggregate computation sum i; j . The overlap of these two squares re ects the redundancy between the two computations. The optimization for eliminating it requires explicitly capturing aggregate array computations in a loop body and, as the loop variable is updated, updating the results of the aggregate computations incrementally rather than computing them from scratch. In the optimized program 2, sum i; j is computed e ciently by updating sum i,1; j . Finding such incrementality is the subject of this paper, and it is beyond the scope of previous compiler optimizations. There are many applications where programs can be written easily and clearly using arrays but with a great deal of overlapping aggregate array redundancy. These include problems in image processing, computational geometry, computer graphics, multimedia, matrix computation, list processing, graph algorithms, distributed property detection 25 , serializing parallel programs 8, 17 , etc. For example, in image processing, computing information about local neighborhoods is common 20, 32, 6 0 , 6 2 , 6 4 , 6 5 . The local summation problem above is a simple but typical example 62, 6 4 .
Overlapping aggregate array redundancy can cause severe performance degradation, especially with the increasingly large data sets that many applications are facing, yet methods for eliminating overlapping aggregate array redundancy have been lacking. Optimizations similar to incrementalization have been studied for various language features 7, 12, 28, 38, 39, 40, 43, 4 5 , 4 4 , 55, 63 , but no systematic technique handles aggregate computations on arrays. At the same time, many optimizations have been studied for arrays 1, 2, 3 , 5 , 2 4 , 2 6 , 3 1 , 3 4 , 4 2 , 4 9 , 5 4 , 5 8 , but none of them achieves incrementalization. This paper presents a method and algorithms for incrementalizing aggregate array computations. The method is composed of algorithms for four major problems: 1 recognizing an aggregate array computation and how its parameters are updated, 2 transforming an aggregate array computation into an incremental computation with respect to an update, by exploiting array data dependence analysis and algebraic properties of the primitive operators, 3 determining additional values not maintained in the original program that need to be maintained for the incrementalization, using a method called cache-and-prune, and 4 forming a new loop using incrementalized array computations, with any additional information needed appropriately initialized. Both analytical and experimental results show drastic speedups that are not achievable by previous compiler optimizations.
Methods of explicit incrementalization 40 , cacheand-prune 39 , and use of auxiliary information 38 were rst formulated for a functional language. They have been adopted for loop incrementalization of imperative programs with no arrays, generalizing traditional strength reduction 37 . This paper extends that work to handle imperative programs that use arrays. It presents a broad generalization of strength reduction from arithmetics to aggregates in common high-level languages, such a s F ORTRAN, rather than to aggregates in special very-high-level languages, such as SETL 22, 2 3 , 4 4 , 4 5 . Changes in hardware design have reduced the importance of strength reduction on arithmetic operations, but the ability to incrementalize aggregate computations remains essential.
Compared to work on parallelizing compilers, our method demonstrates a powerful alternative that is both orthogonal and correlated. It is orthogonal, since it speeds up computations running on a single processor, whether that processor is running alone or in parallel with others. It is correlated, since our optimization either allows subsequent parallelization to achieve greater speedup, or achieves the same or greater speedup than parallelization would while using fewer processors. In the latter case, resource requirements and communication costs are substantially reduced. Additionally, for this powerful optimization, we m a k e use of techniques and tools for array dependence analysis 18, 1 9 , 4 1 , 4 2 , 5 0 , 5 1 , 5 2 and sourceto-source transformation 5, 3 4 , 4 2 , 4 9 , 5 4 that were developed for parallelizing compilers.
Comparing the straightforward program 1 with the optimized program 24 on page 8, one can see that performing the optimizations by h a n d i s t e d i o u s and error-prone. A central goal of programming language and compiler research is to allow programmers to write clear, straightforward programs and still have those programs execute e ciently. That is exactly the goal of this work. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the programming language. Sections 3 describes how to identify and incrementalize aggregate array computations and form incrementalized loops. Section 4 describes how to maintain additional information to facilitate incrementalization. Section 5 presents the overall algorithm and discusses relevant issues. Section 6 gives examples with performance gures. Section 7 discusses related work.
Language
This paper considers an imperative language whose data types include multi-dimensional arrays. The language has variables that can be array references a j 1 ; :::; j m . To reduce clutter, we use indentation to indicate syntactic scopes and omit beginand end.
We use the following program as a running example. Example 2.1 Given an n 1 -by-n 2 array a, the following code computes, for each i in the n 1 -dimension, the sum of the m-by-n 2 rectangle starting at position i. It takes On 1 n 2 m time. Our primary goal is to reduce the running time. Of course, maintaining additional values takes extra space. Our secondary goal is to reduce the space consumption. We u s e a :i: t o d e n o t e a r e f e r e n c e o f a r r a y a that contains i in a subscript. We use t x := e t o denote t with each occurrence of x replaced with e.
Incrementalizing aggregate array computations
We rst show how to identify aggregate array computations and determine how the parameters they depend on are updated. We then show how to incrementalize aggregate array computations with respect to given updates, by exploiting properties of the functions involved. Finally, w e describe how to transform a loop with aggregate array computations in the loop body into a new loop with incrementalized aggregate array computations in the loop body.
Identifying candidates
Candidates for optimizations are in nested loops, where inner loops compute accumulated quantities over array elements and outer loops update the subscripts used by the array references.
De nition 3. v may be included i n a n A A C. The heart of our approach is incrementalization of an AAC with respect to a SUO. We consider only updates to parameters that are loop variables of loops enclosing the AAC. Since we omitted speci cation of step size from for loops, it is implied that the update operation for each parameter is the operation increment b y 1 " . It is straightforward to deal with updates in a more general way. where for any t, t w abbreviates t w := w + 1 .
Incrementalization
Incrementalization aims to perform an AAC A incrementally as its parameters are updated by a SUO .
The basic idea is to replace with corresponding retrievals, wherever possible, subcomputations of A that are also performed in A and whose values can be retrieved from the saved results of A. To consider the e ect of a SUO on an AAC, we consider i the ranges of the subscripts of the array references on which t h e contributing function is computed and ii the algebraic properties of the accumulating function. These two aspects correspond to the following two steps. i + 1 + k = i + k 0^l = l 0^0 k 0 m 0 l 0 n 2 g = fha i + 1 + k;l i j k = m , 1^0 l n 2 g = fha i + m; l i j 0 l n 2 g The second step in incrementalization uses the properties of the accumulating function to determine how a n e w AAC can be performed e ciently by u pdating the result of the old AAC. The goal is to update the result of A by removing the contributions from decSA; and inserting the contributions from incSA; in an appropriate order.
We order the elements of a constributing set SA by the order they are used in the loops of A. The elements of decSA; and incSA; are ordered in the same way as those in SA and SA , respectively. Let f i r s t S and lastS denote the rst and last element, respectively of S; where v contains the result of the previous execution of the AAC, and i is a re-use of the loop variable of the outermost loop in A. If f is not associative or not commutative, in which case decSA; must be at the end of A, then the contributions from the elements of decSA; must be removed from v in the opposite order from which they were added; this is why downto is used in 9.
The structure of the code in 9 is schematic; the exact loop structure needed to iterate over decSA; and incSA; depends on the form of the simpli ed constraints in them, which depends on the ranges of the loops in A and on subscripts in the contributing array references. If the loop bounds and array subscripts are a ne functions of the loop variables of A, then the constraints can be simpli ed into a set of inequalities giving upper and lower bounds on these variables; using Omega's code generation facility, these inequalities are easily converted into loops that iterate over decSA; and incSA; . When the size of the set decSA; or incSA; is zero, the corresponding for loop can be omitted; when the size is a small constant, the corresponding for loop can be unrolled. 
Forming incrementalized loops
To use incrementalized AACs, we transform the original loop. The basic idea is to unroll the rst iteration of the original loop to form the initialization and, for the remaining iterations, replace AACs with their corresponding incremental versions. While incrementalized AACs are formulated to compute values of the next iteration based on values of the current iteration, we use them to compute values of the current iteration based on values of the previous iteration. This is straightforward for any for loop. For the particular SUO w that is increment b y 1", we just replace w by w , 1. Example 3.6 For the running example, using the incrementalized AAC in 10, we obtain the following program, which takes On 1 n 2 time and no additional space. 
General methods have been proposed and formulated for a functional language 38, 3 9 . Here we a pply them to AACs, using a variant of the cache-andprune method 39 . We proceed in three stages: I transform the code for AACs to store all intermediate results and related auxiliary information not stored already, II incrementalize the resulting AACs from one iteration to the next based on the stored results, and III prune out stored values that were not useful in the incrementalization.
Stage I: Caching results of all AACs
We consider saving and using results of all AACs. This allows greater speedup than saving and using results of primitive operations.
After every AAC, we save in fresh variables the intermediate results that are not saved already, e.g., the result of A l in 3. Since we consider AACs that are themselves performed inside loops, we must distinguish intermediate results obtained after di erent iterations. To this end, for each A A C A, w e i n troduce a fresh array v ariable subscripted with loop variables of all the loops enclosing A, and we add an assignment immediately after A to copy t h e v alue of the accumulating variable into the corresponding element o f t h e fresh array. For the example A l , w e i n troduce a fresh array s 1 and add s 1 i; k = s i after A l .
A related class of auxiliary information can be obtained to facilitate incrementalization if the accumulating function f is associative and has a zero element 0 i.e., fv;0 = f0; v = v. In this case, we save in a fresh array values of the AAC starting from 0, rather than copying intermediate results, i.e., w e add an assignment before the AAC to initialize the fresh array variable to 0, accumulate values computed in AAC i n to the fresh variable instead of the original accumulating variable, and add an assignment after the AAC t o a c c u m ulate the value of the fresh variable into the original accumulating variable. It helps reduce the analysis e ort in later stages, since the value of an aggregate computation is directly maintained rather than being computed as the di erence of two subsequent i n termediate results of the larger computation.
An optimization at this stage that helps simplify analyses in later stages and reduce the space consumed by the additional information is to avoid generation of redundant subscripts for the fresh arrays. Redundancies arise when the same value is computed in multiple iterations and therefore stored in multiple entries in that array. We detect such redundancies as follows. Let w be the subscript vector of the fresh array for an AAC A, i.e., w is the tuple of the loop variables of all loops enclosing A. We 
Stage II:Incrementalization
In general, we want to perform all AACs in an iteration e ciently using stored results of the previous iteration. As a basic case, we a void performing AACs whose values have been computed completely in the previous iteration. This can be done by k eeping track of all the AACs and the variables that store their values. We incrementalize other AACs using the algorithms in Section 3.2. The analysis starts with the uses of such information in computing the original accumulating variables and follows dependencies back to the de nitions of such information. The dependencies are transitive 39 and can be used to compute all the information that is useful. Pruning then eliminates useless data and code, saving both space and time.
Forming incrementalized loops
The incrementalized loop is formed as in Section 3.3, but using the AACs that have been extended with useful additional information. 2. Extend these AACs to save all appropriate additional information in variables, if not saved already, as described in Section 4.1.
3. Incrementalize these AACs with respect to w , a s described in Section 4.2. If any of these AACs are nested, consider them from inner to outer. 4. Prune additional information that is not useful for the incrementalization. 5. If incrementalization is performed, then form incrementalized loops using incrementalized AACs, as described in Section 4.4. This algorithm is expensive but automatic. A n umber of optimizations are possible. For example, Step 1 needs to consider only AACs whose contributing array references depend on the current loop variable. For another example, since we consider nested loops from inner to outer, Step 2 only needs to consider saving results of AACs outside of loops considered already.
Our optimization can achieve drastic program speedup. The additional space consumption may l o o k worrisome, since it may a ect cache performance for large data sets. While our optimization eliminates redundant computation, it also eliminates redundant data access, so it generally preserves or increases cache locality. In general, however, more rigorous study is needed for analysis of space consumption as well as various trade-o s.
Our optimization uses an exact inverse f ,1 when decSA; 6 = ;. If the computations are oatingpoint, this might be computed only approximately, and thus the optimized program might produce less accurate results than the original program. Such i naccuracies also arise in other optimizations that reorganize loops. We do not expect this problem to be worse for our optimization than others, though experiments are needed to verify this.
Examples and performance results
The following examples and performance results show the speedups obtained by our method. The gures are obtained from running the original and optimized programs, coded in FORTRAN, on a dedicated SPARCstation 4. The programs were compiled using Sun Microsystems' f77 compiler, with optimization ags -O4 and -fast. It can be optimized using our algorithm. First, consider the inner loop. Its loop body does not contain any A A Cs. Now, consider the outer loop.
Step 1. Its loop body contains an AAC A j , w h e r e s i is the accumulating variable, and its loop increment i s a S U O i .
Step 2. No additional values need to be saved. Step 3. decSA; i = ; and incSA; i = fha i + 1 ig.
Thus, the computation of s i + 1 is incrementalized by accumulating to the value of s i the only contribution a i + 1 . We obtain s i + 1 : = s i + a i + 1 .
Step 4. Pruning leaves the code unchanged.
Step 5.
Initializing s 1 to a 1 and forming the rest of the loop for i = 2 ::n, w e obtain the program 19. 
Local neighborhoodproblems
This problem was introduced in Section 1. We show that applying our optimization algorithm to the straightforward program 1 yields the e cient program 2 with appropriate initializations of the array margins.
First, consider the innermost loop L l on l. There is no AACinitsbody.
Next, consider the loop L k on k. Its loop body L l is an AAC A l , and its loop increment is a SUO k . Array analysis yields decSA l ; k = SA l and incSA l ; k = SA k l , so incrementalization is not worthwhile. The algorithm leaves the code unchanged.
Next, consider the loop L j on j. Step Step 3. Incrementalizing A l in the body of the loop on k with respect to j , w e h a ve decSA l ; j = fha i+ k;j+l i j l = 0g = fha i+k;j ig and incSA l ; j = fha i+k;j+ 1 + l i j l = m , 1g = fha i+k;j+m ig. Incrementalizing A k with respect to j , we have decSA k ; j = SA k and incSA k ; j = SA j k , so incrementalization is not worthwhile. We obtain sum i; j+1 : =0 ; for k := 0 to m,1 do b i+k;j+1 : =b i+k;j , a i+k;j + a i+k;j+m ; sum i; j+1 : =sum i; j+1 +b i+k;j+1
21
Step 4. Pruning 21 leaves the code unchanged.
Step 5. Initialize using 20 with j = 0 a n d form loop for j = 1 ::n,m using 21 as loop body. We obtain init using 20 with j = 0 for clause inc using 21 with j dec 1 7 Related work and conclusion
The basic idea of incrementalization is at least as old as Babbage's di erence machine 27 . Strength reduction is the rst realization of this idea in optimizing compilers 12, 28, 56 . The idea is to compute certain multiplications in loops incrementally using additions. Our work extends traditional strength reduction from arithmetic operations to aggregate array computations.
Finite di erencing generalizes strength reduction to handle set operations in very-high-level languages like SETL 15, 2 2 , 2 3 , 4 3 , 4 5 . The idea is to replace aggregate operations on sets with incremental operations. Similar ideas are also used in the language INC 63 , which a l l o ws programs to be written using operations on bags, rather than sets. Our work exploits the semantics underlying nite di erencing to handle aggregate computations on arrays, which are more common in high-level languages and are more convenient for expressing many application problems. APL compilers optimize aggregate array operations by performing computations in a piece-wise and on-demand fashion, avoiding unnecessary storage of large intermediate results in sequences of operations 24, 3 1 , 6 1 . The same basic idea underlies techniques such as fusion 2, 3, 11, 26, 58 , deforestation 57 , and transformation of series expressions 59 . These optimizations do not aim to compute each piece of the aggregate operations incrementally using previous pieces and thus cannot produce as much speedup as our method can.
Specialization techniques, such as data specialization 35 , run-time specialization and code generation 13, 3 6 , and dynamic compilation and code generation 4, 1 6 , have been used in program optimizations and achieved certain large speedups. These optimizations allow subcomputations repeated on xed dynamic values to be computed once and reused in loops or recursions. Our optimization exploits subcomputations whose values can be e ciently updated, in addition to directly reused, from one iteration to the next. Thus, it allows far more speedup.
General program transformations 10, 33 can be used for optimization, as demonstrated in projects like CIP 6, 9, 46 . In contrast to such manual or semi-automatic approaches, our optimization of aggregate array computations can be automated and requires no user intervention or annotations. Our method for maintaining additional information is an automatic method for strengthening loop invariants 14, 2 9 , 3 0 , 5 3 .
Directionals are unary operations, such as LEFT and UP, i n vented by Fisher and Highnam 20, 2 1 , 3 2 , to describe computations involving small numbers of neighboring nodes on grid structures. Such computations are optimized by directional rule-based transformations and common subexpression elimination, which essentially eliminate overlapping subcomputations. Their experiments show that the Cray F ortran compiler cannot perform these optimizations. Since local computations are written using directionals but no loops, their optimizations can potentially exploit more associativities than ours. Their work has also some limitations. They optimize only computations involving a small number of neighbors, not other overlapping computations, such as those in the partial sum example. Also, programs must be written using directionals to take advantage of their optimizations; this is inconvenient when more than a few neighbors are involved. Finally, they do not give general methods for handling grid margins.
Loop reordering 5, 34, 4 2 , 4 9 , 5 4 , pipelining 1 , and array data dependence analysis 18, 1 9 , 4 1 , 4 2 , 5 0 , 5 1 , 52 have been studied extensively for optimizing|in particular, parallelizing|array computations. While they aim to determine dependencies among uses of array elements, we further seek to determine exactly how subcomputations di er from one another. We reduce our analysis problem to symbolic simpli cation of constraints on loop variables and array subscripts, so methods and techniques developed for such s i m p l ications for parallelizing compilers can be exploited. In particular, we h a ve used tools developed by Pugh's group 50, 5 1 , 5 2 . Interestingly, ideas of incrementalization are used for optimizations in serializing parallel programs 8, 17 .
In conclusion, this work describes a method and algorithms that allow more drastic optimizations of aggregate array computations than previous methods. Besides achieving optimizations not previously possible, our techniques fall out of one general approach, rather than simply being yet another new but ad hoc method. Future work includes implementation, faster optimization algorithms, and more general classes of aggregate computations.
Applying incrementalization to loop optimization on arrays will enable us to study important issues of cost, performance, and trade-o s of time, space, and locality more explicitly, precisely, and empirically than before. This is due to the large body of previously studied and implemented techniques and the availability of benchmarks for optimizing and parallelizing compilers.
